The relation between response rate and reinforcement rate is described by the matching law equation. For an experiment in which there is just one explicit source of reinforcement, the equation has two parameters. The magnitude of one is equal to the response rate asymptote; the magnitude of the other is equal to the rate of reinforcement that maintains a one-half asymptotic response rate. This report describes experimental manipulations that affect these two parameters. Rats were trained on a series of variable-interval reinforcement schedules that provided reinforcement rates ranging from about 20 to 700 reinforcements per hour. The response was a lever press, and the reinforcer was water In Experiment I, the duration of the deprivation period was varied. Response rates maintained by the lower reinforcement rates showed the largest changes, and, accordingly, the parameter that is equal to the reinforcement rate for a one-half asymptotic response rate changed. In Experiment 2, the weight of the lever was varied. Response rates changed independently of reinforcement rate, and, as a result, the parameter that is equal to the asymptotic response rate changed. In Experiment 3, manipulations from Experiments 1 and 2 were combined. The results replicated those of Experiments 1 and 2, and there was no evidence of interactions. Our interpretation is that the asymptote of the matching law equation is a measure of motor performance and that the reinforcement parameter is a measure of the efficacy of the reinforcer maintaining the response.
eters are affected by determinants of both motor performance and reinforcement efficacy (e.g., Catania, 1973; Killeen, 1981; McDowell, 1980; Staddon, 1977) , These theories predict that changes in the response requirement and/or the conditions of reinforcement will affect both parameters simultaneously. For example, in Staddon's (1977) threshold derivation of Equation 1, a term representing response topography is found in both the B max and /J ha] f slots of Equation 1. Consequently, the derivation predicts that a treatment that alters response topography, such as a change in the response requirement, will necessarily change both matching law parameters.
In the Results section of this article, we describe the effects of changes in the response requirement and the duration of the deprivation period on the parameters. In the General Discussion section we compare our results with those of similar studies. If B m!a measures response topography and R^H measures reinforcement efficacy, it should be possible to find a set of experiments that altered 5 mai but not J? half and, conversely, a second set that altered R hM but not B mM . However, if the parameters share common referents, then it will not be possible to find two distinct collections of studies.
General Method

Subjects
Eight, experimentally naive, male Wislar rats from Royal Hart (Kingston, New York) served as subjects. At the start of the experiment, the rats were about 3 months old and weighed between 250 and 340 g. The rats were housed two to a cage and were maintained on a waterdeprivation regime, as described in the Procedure section. Throughout the study, they had free access to food (Purina Rat Chow). The colony room was illuminated 12 hr a day (lights on at 6:00 a.m.).
Apparatus
The experiments were conducted in eight standard, two-lever chambers (Coulbourn Instruments, Modular Test Cage, Model E10-10: 28.5 cm, 29.5 cm, 24 cm). The right but not the left lever was functional. It was set into the front wall, 6.5 cm above the floor and operated by a force of about 0.30 N. The force requirement was adjustable. A wcighl of either 25, 50, or 75 (± 0.2) g could be attached to the end of the lever that was outside the chamber. A small aluminum cup (7 g) heid the weight. To the left of the lever was a recessed opening that allowed access to a 0.025-ml dipper of water. The dipper sat in a trough of water and was raised into the recessed opening when the subject had fulfilled the reinforcement requirement. Left and right stimulus lights and a clicker were set into the front wall. These were used to signal different phases of the experimental session. The lights were illuminated with miniature bulbs (28 V, .04 amp, #1819), and the clickers were standard coil relays (Coulbourn Instruments). The experimental chambers were enclosed in sound-attenuating, ventilated boxes. Experimental events were controlled and recorded by a PDF 8-a computer. The programs were written in SKED (Snapper, Stephens, Cobez, & Van Haaren, 1976) ,
Procedure
Experimental sessions consisted of a series of five variable-interval (VI) reinforcement schedules (a five-component multiple schedule). In each session, each schedule was available for 540 s. A 300-s time-out period separated consecutive schedules, and the schedule order was random, without replacement (thus each subject was exposed to each of the five schedules in every session). The programmed interreinforcement intervals approximated an exponential distribution (following the list of This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Fleshier & Hoffman, 1962) , so that the conditional probability of a reinforcement was approximately constant. The mean intervals for the five schedules were 150 s, 75 s, 30 s, 10 s, and 5 s, which corresponds to programmed reinforcement rates of 24, 48, 120, 360, and 720 per hour. The reinforcer was 2.5-s access to the 0.02 5-ml dipper. For this period and the immediately following 1.5 s, the interval timer and stimuli were inoperative. The session began with a "warm-up" period in which the subject earned five reinforcers according to a fixedratio 5 ora fixed-time 10-s schedule, whichever occurred first. A 2-min time-out period separated the warm up from the first variable-interval schedule component. (The identical procedure was used in several previous studies, e.g., Heyman, Kinzie, & Seiden, 1986.) The different reinforcement rates were signaled by combinations of the left and right stimulus lights and the clicker. From low to high reinforcement rates, the combinations were as follows: left stimulus light continuously on; left stimulus light continuously on and right stimulus light flashing (2.5-s interval and 0.2 s on); left stimulus light continuously on and clicker clicking (2.5-s interval and 0.2 s on); left stimulus light continuously on, right stimulus light flashing (1.5-s interval) and clicker clicking (1.5-s interval); left stimulus light continuously on, right stimulus light flashing rapidly (0.25-s interval). During the time-out periods, the stimuli were off, and responses had no experimentally arranged consequences but were recorded. Table I lists the order of the conditions and the number of sessions each was in effect. The criteria for a change of condition were at least three consecutive sessions in which the parameter estimates (a) did not take on extreme value and (b) did not show a strictly increasing or decreasing trend. We used three sessions because previous research (e.g., Heyman etal., 1986) indicated that parameter estimates based on samples of 15 or more data points (5 data points per session) had standard errors that were not especially large: typically about 10% of the magnitude of the parameter, with a range of about 5% to 20%. However, three sessions was a minimum criterion. Deprivation affected the variability in response rate and parameter estimates, with shorter periods producing greater variability. Larger sample sizes reduce the parameter standard errors (Draper & Heyman, 1983; Wilkinson, 1960) . ConseQuently, the sample sizes for the 6.0-hr, 23.5-hr, and 47.5-hr deprivation periods were seven sessions, five sessions, and three sessions, respectively. This led to approximately equal errors in the parameter estimates for the three different deprivation periods.
MATCHING LAW: CURVE FITTING DEFINITIONS
The parameter estimates were obtained by a weighted least-squares analysis (Wilkinson, 1960) . The approach was developed for modeling enzyme reactions (an equation like Equation 1 describes their rates) and is described in detail by Wilkinson (1960) and Draper and Heyman (1983) .
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment I was to determine if changes in the length of the deprivation period would affect only R hM or both R hM and B max . A recent derivation of Equation 1 (Heyman, in press) predicts that just /? ha , f will change, whereas other approaches call for changes in both parameters (e.g., Killeen, 1981) . There were three different deprivation periods (Conditions 1 to 3): 6.0 hr, 23.5 hr, and 47.5 hr. The 6.0-hr period was arranged by allowing the subjects access to a water bottle for 5 min at 6 hr before the start of the session. At the end of each session the rats had access to a water bottle for 30 min in their home cage (where food pellets were also available). Consequently, sessions that were preceded by a 47.5-hr deprivation had to be conducted on alternate days. The parameters and response rates were calculated from the last three sessions for the 47.5-hr condition, from the last five for the 23.5-hr condition, and the last seven for the 6.0-hr condition. As pointed out in the General Method section, different sample sizes were used to offset the increase in response rate variability that accompanied the decrease in deprivation. Figure 2 shows the effect of deprivation on response rate. In the top panel, the points represent the median response rate for the 8 subjects, and in the bottom two panels, the points represent the median response rales for 2 representative subjects. The graphs show that changes in response rates depended on two factors: deprivation period and reinforcement rate. The longer deprivation periods produced higher response rates, and the changes were an inverse function of reinforcement rate.
Results
Thus, increases in deprivation produced larger relative increases in response rate in the lower reinforcement rate components. For example, for Rat 155 there was more than a 1,000% increase in response rate in the lowest reinforcement rate component but increases of no more than 7% in the highest rate component (reinforcement rates varied from about 13 to 700 per hour). This pattern was typical. Consequently, the median percentage changes in response rate, as calculated from the 8 subjects, held a strictly inverse relation with reinforcement rate. This is shown in Table 2 . Table 3 and the left panel of Figure 3 summarize the effects of deprivation on the matching law parameters. The summary shows the median values. These were obtained by fitting Equation 1 to the results from each subject and then locating the midpoint between the fourth and fifth ranking values. Figure 3 shows large decreases in /? half as a function of deprivation (in other words, when the deprivation period was longer, a fixed proportion of behavior was maintained by a lower reinforcement rate). In contrast, changes in /?"," were small and did not show signs of a relation with deprivation. A repeated measures design, 3 (deprivation) X 8 (subject) analysis of variance (AN-OVA), was performed on £"" and .R h aif (Winer, 1971, chap. 4) .
As suggested by Figure 3 , the relation between deprivation and Rtoit was significant: F\2, 14) = 35.06, p < .01. Post hoc, pairThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. wise comparison F tests, which used estimates of variance from the ANOVA (Winer, 1971, pp. 257-258) , indicated that in both the 23.5-and 47.5-hr conditions, the value of R has was smaller than it was in the 6.0-hr condition: F( 1, 14) =-40.71, p < .01, and F(\, 14) = 62.21,p < .01, respectively. In contrast, there was no indication of a relation between deprivation and B ma »: F(2, 14) = .04,p>.95.
Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine if changes in the weight of the lever would affect just B m >x or both B^z* and •Rhair• Theories such as Staddon's (1977) threshold derivation of Equation I predict changes in both parameters, whereas other approaches (e.g., Herrnstein, 1974) predict that only £"," will change. There were four different lever weights (Conditions 4 to 7 in Table 1 ): the standard lever (which required a force of 0.30 N to operate), standard plus 32 g, standard plus 57 g, and standard plus 82 g (each weight includes the 7-g aluminum cup that held the weight; see General Method section). The deprivation period was set at 23.5 hr throughout the study. The weight increments were introduced in order of magnitude, and each was in effect for six sessions. The response rates and parameters were calculated from the last five sessions for the standard lever setting (Condition 4, which served as baseline) and from the last three sessions at each weight increment. The subjects were the ones used in Experiment 1. Figure 4 summarizes the effects of different lever weights on response rate. As in Figure 2 , the top panel shows the median response rates for the group, and the two bottom panels show the median response rates for Rats 155 and 156. The graphs show that increasing the weight of the lever decreased response rate, and the greater the weight, the greater the decrease. For example, as a function of lever weight, the median decreases in response rate for the 8 rats were as follows: -54%, -61%, and -68%. However, unlike the results in Experiment 1, the changes did not covary with reinforcement rate. For example, in the 57-g weight conditions, the changes in response rate for Rat 156, as ordered by reinforcement rate, were -58%, -47%, -57%, -40%, and -45%. Similarly, the group results (listed in Table  2 ) show a narrow range of changes and no particular relation with reinforcement rate. Thus, changes in the response requirement produced a similar pattern of parameter shifts for the 8 subjects. Table 3 and the middle panel of Figure 3 summarize the effects of different lever weights on 5 mas and R^f. Increases in the lever weight invariably decreased fi mM (i.e., the heavier the lever, the lower the estimated asymptotic response rate). In contrast, the relation between R^and lever weight was not systematic. There was, however, a large increase in R hall at the 57-g weight setting. Three subjects showed unusually high values, but for the other 5 subjects 7? hal r was near or below baseline. The factors that may have affected R^t are not clear because this parameter did not change at either a lower or a higher weight.
A repeated measures design, 4 (weight) X 8 (subject) ANOVA, was performed on B max and /?hair (the same approach as in Experiment 1). As suggested by Figure 3 , there was a significant relation between the magnitude of 5 max and the weight of the lever: F(3, 21) = 9.85, p < .01. Post hoc, pair-wise, comparison F tests confirmed that in each of the weighted lever conditions •Bmax was lower than it was with a standard lever (Condition 4): at32g, F(l,21) = 14.39,/><.01;at57g,F(l,21) = 12.14, ;>< .01; and at 82 g, h\\, 21) = 27.31, p < .01. In contrast, it was not possible to find a relation between the weight of the lever and RIM: F(l, 21) = 2.0, p > . 10.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 tested the generality of a finding reported by McDowell and Wood (1984, 1985) . In an experiment in which the subjects were humans, changes in reward magnitude (money) affected ^m ax if the response requirement was made more effortful (by increasing the weight of the manipulandum). We tried to approximate these conditions by increasing the weight of the lever and then varying deprivation. The weight was increased in steps (Condition 9) up to 82 g. Rat 158, however, could not be pushed beyond 57 g (although this subject had performed reliably at 82 g in Experiment 2). Consequently, in order to keep this subject in the study, we left its response requirement at +57 g (whereas the other 7 subjects were at +82 g, and for verbal convenience, we refer to the response requirement in this condition as "standard + 82 g"). Once the sessionto-session parameter estimates stabilized (five consecutive sessions in which there was not an extreme parameter value or strictly monotonic trend), deprivation was varied. The order was 23.5 hr, 47.5 hr, 23.5 hr, and 6.0 hr (Conditions 9, 10, 11, and 12). The parameter estimates from the two exposures to the 23.5-hr deprivation period (Conditions 9 and 11) were not significantly different from one another. Consequently, for comparison with the 6.0-and 47.5-hr deprivation conditions, we based the 23.5-hr parameter values on a pooled sample of the last five sessions from each 23.5-hr period (Conditions 9 and 11). The sample sizes for the 6.0-hr condition was seven, and for the 47.5-hr conditions it was three, as in Experiment 1.
Experiment 1 and Experiment 3, then, had identical deprivation conditions but different response requirements: standard This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. versus standard + 82 g. Consequently, by combining the two data sets we were able to evaluate a Weight X Deprivation interaction on the matching law parameters (and also evaluate the effect of the two weights, thus replicating two of the conditions from Experiment 2).
Results
Figure 5 shows group and individual results From the Experiment 3. The format is the same as in Figures 2 and 4 . The effects of deprivation on response rate were similar to those in Experiment 1. Longer deprivation periods typically produced higher response rates, and the relative magnitude of the changes was usually an inverse function of reinforcement rate. Rat 156 (see Figure 5 ) did not fit this pattern in the two richest reinforcement rate schedules, but this, as indicated by the median results, was atypical. Comparison of Figure 5 and Figure 2 also shows that with the 82-g weight, response rates were lower than with the standard weight, as in Experiment 2.
The right panel of Figure 3 shows the effect of deprivation on jSmax and Rjair-There were decreases in J? ha if but no apparent change in /?",», just as in Experiment 1. A repeated measures design, 3 (deprivation) x 8 (subject) ANOVA, was performed on BVOO. and Shaif. The analysis indicated a relation between R^y and deprivation: F(2, 14) = 13.09, p < .01. Post hoc, pair-wise comparison Ftests indicated that the 23.5-and 47.5-hr conditions produced smaller values of R^n: F(l, 14) = 5.10,p< .05 and F{1, 14) = 11.31, p < .01, respectively. In contrast, there was no evidence of a relation between deprivation and B ma ,: F(2,14)= 1.65,p>.20. Next, we combined the results from Experiments 1 and 3 to examine the effects of varying deprivation at two different response requirements. A repeated measures design, 3 (deprivation) X 2 (weight) X g (subject) ANOVA, was performed on £"" and /?haif. First, the heavier response requirement reduced 5 max : f[l, 7) = 28.75, p < .01, but had no apparent effect on Rtair:
. This replicates results from experiment 2. Second, there was no evidence of a Weight X Deprivation interaction. The results for B mn and R^\ r were, respectively: F(2, 14) = 2.45,p>.10andF(2, 14)= 1.13,p>.35.
General Discussion
The major findings were that the parameters of the matching law equation systematically changed and did so independently of one another. In Experiment 1, in which deprivation was manipulated, there was a significant decrease in R hal f, whereas changes in B max were small, statistically insignificant, and not systematic. In Experiment 2, in which the response requirement was manipulated, there were significant decreases in B mm , whereas changes in R kaf were not statistically significant nor systematic. In Experiment 3 the manipulations entailed in Experiments 1 and 2 were combined: an 82-g weight was added to the lever, and deprivation was varied. The change in the response requirement did not influence the effects of deprivation on the parameters: R^x systematically changed, just as in Experiment I. In sum, the parameters of the matching law bore a simple and orderly relation to the experimental conditions.
Other researchers have used the matching law to quantify and interpret behavioral changes. We organized these results in terms of studies that altered just #",", and R^r, and both # m « and Shair-In all cases the parameter estimates are based on experiments in which there were five or more data points.
BW Shifts
In four studies, including the present one, the experimental manipulation led to changes in S max but not R^,, (Bradshaw, Szabadi, & Ruddle, 1983; Hamilton, Stellar, & Hart, 1985; McSweeney, 1978) . These experiments had one feature in common; In each study the experimenter changed the response requirement. In three of the studies, those that used rats, the In the bottom two panels are the results for 2 representative subjects.)
change was an increase in the weight of the lever. In the other study (McSweeney, 1978) , which used pigeons, the change was the manipulandum itself. A key, which the pigeons pecked, was replaced by a treadle, which the pigeons kicked. The variable features included species, reinforcer, and manner of schedule presentation. In one experiment the reinforcer was brain stimulation (Hamilton et al., 1985) , and in the others it was food or water. In two experiments the different VI schedules were presented together, in a single session (Hamilton et al., 1985 , and this report), and in two the different VI schedules were pre- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
sented singly, with several sessions devoted to each one. The common feature, a change in the response requirement, necessarily altered physical features of the response, such as its duration and/or the subsequent interresponse time. Thus, the evidence suggests that B ma depends of the topography of the response, for example, its duration. The variable features show that this relation holds for quite different species, reinforcers, and procedures.
In nine studies, including this report, the experimental manipulation led to a shift in A h aif but not /?",". In these studies there was a change in the duration of the deprivation period or in some property of the reinforcer, such as its magnitude (Bradshaw, Szabadi, & Bevan, 1978a; Bradshaw et al., 1981; Bradshaw, Szabadi, Ruddle, & Pears, 1 983; Conrad & Sidman, 1 956; Guttman, 1954; Hamilton etal., 1985; Kraeling, 1961; Logan, 1960; de Villiers & Herrnstein, 1976 , analyzed the results for the studies conducted before 1976). For example, in an experiment with rats, changing the reinforcer from glucose to sucrose (an increase in sweetness, according to humans) decreased Rt^ir by about 35% without affecting B max (Guttman, 1954) . These nine experiments also varied in important ways. The subjects were either human (Bradshaw et al., 1978a) , monkey (Conrad & Sidman, 1956) , or rat; the reinforcer was consumable (food or water) or nonconsumable (brain stimulation, in Hamilton et al., 1985, and money, in Bradshaw et al., 1978a) ; and the different VI schedules were presented together in one session (e.g., Hamilton, et al., 1985; Bradshaw et al., 1978a) 
Generalization of the Matching Law Method
The experiments reviewed above form two nonoverlapping classes: those in which the response requirement was changed and those in which some aspect of the reinforcer or deprivation was changed. This neat dichotomy provides B ma , and R^u with clear and distinguishable empirically based definitions. An immediate consequence is that the matching law can be used to quantify and interpret new results. This sort of methodological generalization recently took place in the analysis of the behavioral effects of antipsychotic drugs.
Chlorpromazine was the first widely prescribed antipsychotic drug. Early in its development, it was noted that it attenuated reinforced responding in rats and other species used in laboratory research. This effect was dose dependent and robust, but its interpretation remained unclear. Some researchers claimed that chlorpromazine and similar drugs (called neuroleptics) reduced the subject's sensitivity to reinforcement (e.g., Stein & Ray, 1960; Wise, 1982) . Others, however, claimed that the neuroleptics reduced the subject's motor capacity so that the subject's motivation to respond had not changed, but its ability to do so had (e.g., Tombaugh, Tombaugh, & Anisman, 1979) . The debate remained unresolved because the criteria for confirming either theory inevitably proved ambiguous (see, e.g., Heyman et al., 1986; Wise, 1982, and accompanying commentary) . A number of investigators turned to the matching law or a similar approach to distinguish motor and reinforcement effects (e.g., Gallistel & Karras, 1984; Hamilton et al., 1985) . The results were consistent: At low doses, neuroleptics increased J? ha] f (Gallistel & Karras, 1984; Heyman et al., 1986) , whereas at intermediate and high doses, these compounds affected both parameters: ^? ha if increased as before, but with larger increments for higher doses, and, in addition, B mll decreased (Hamilton et al., 1985; Heyman, 1983; Heyman et al., 1986) . Thus, the matching law experiments suggested that neuroleptics change both reinforcement efficacy and motor performance, but at different doses. This simple conclusion is consistent with the large literature on the behavioral effects of neuroleptics, and it also explains why the controversy concerning the interpretation of neuroleptics has persisted for so long.
We found 16 studies in which the experimental manipulation changed just 5 raai or just R^. In three the independent variable was a drug treatment (Gallistel & Karras, 1983; Heyman & Seiden, 1985; Heyman etal., 1986) . These showed a correspondence between biochemical effects and changes in R h aif-Amphetamine increased the availability of dopamine at postsynaptic receptor sites in the brain, and at low doses it decreased R ha i f without affecting B mM (Heyman & Seiden, 1985) . Neuroleptics had the opposite biochemical and behavior effects. They decreased the availability of dopamine at the postsynaptic receptor, and in low doses they increased R Mf without affecting # max (Gallistel & Karras, 1984; Heyman etal., 1986 ). In the other 13 studies there was a correspondence between response requirement and £"," and between reinforcement conditions and Rtait-
The overall orderliness of these results made definition of £","
and R M! a straightforward matter.
However, it should be pointed out that our conclusions would not necessarily be contradicted by experiments in which changes in the response requirement or the reinforcer affected both S ma » and ^haif-For example, in experiments in which the response requirement is held constant but the reinforcer is switched between food and water, there is a correlated difference in response topographies for rats (Hull, 1977) and pigeons (Wolin, 1968) . The pigeons pecked with "drink-like" responses for water reinforcer and with "eating-like" responses for the grain reinforcer (Wolin, 1968) . Thus, we predict that substituting food and water would change both B mas and R kat in pigeons, rats, and perhaps other species. Similarly, for some subjects reinforcement efficacy may depend on the net difference between response costs and reinforcement magnitude or quality. The subjects in this study did not appear to integrate costs and benefits in this way (see Experiment 2), but other species or rats in other procedures might. The point is that some conditions, such as high doses of drugs, will alter both reinforcement efficacy and response topography.
Shifts in B max and R hay
In addition to high doses of amphetamine and neuroleptics, there are some studies in which changes in deprivation and the reinforcer have produced shifts in both fl max and R^M. However, in these studies, the change in B ma!t is discrepant with very similar experiments in which only /f ha i f changed. The evidence reviewed below suggests that the discrepancy is due to methodological factors. Snyderman (1983) (Bradshaw, et al., 1983; Conrad & Sidman, 1956; Logan, 1960; de Villiers & Hermstein, 1976, analyzed the studies published before 1976). The different outcomes can be traced to a nonmonotonic relation between response and reinforcement rate in Snyderman's experiment.
Snyderman used six different variable-interval schedules.
The rei nforcer was a 100-mg food pellet, about twice the size as is normally used. At the 90% body weight the richest schedule (VI 10 s) typically did not maintain the highest response rates, although it did so at the 70% body weight. However, for the five other schedules, the relation between response rate and reinforcement rate was monotonic. We fit Equation 1 to the results for these five schedules: « half decreased as a function of deprivation, whereas B mm showed no consistent pattern of changes.
Thus without the nonmonotonic data point, Snyderman's data replicated the four other studies in which body weight or deprivation was manipulated, and, conversely, the discrepant parameter estimates depended entirely on the schedule that produced a nonmonotonic result. This pattern of findings suggests that the subjects may have become satiated at the 90% body weight and/or that the time base for responding decreased because of time spent eating. For example, in the VI 10-s component the rats were given 6.65 g of food, and 6.65 min were put aside for eating; yet according to Teitelbaum and Campbell's (1958) account of eating in the rat, average meal size is about 1.4 g, and eating rate is equivalent to 6.65 g per 36.9 min.
In an experiment with humans, McDowell and Wood (1984, 1985) found that reward magnitude affected #,"" if the response requirement was made more effortful by adding weights to the manipulandum. The present experiments tested the generality of the finding. The results did not replicate those of McDowell and Wood, even though the response requirement was varied over a wider range (relative to the subject's body weight).
Other differences between the studies included the species of the subject, the manipulation that was combined with an increase in lever weight, and the range of variation in response rates. Of these, there is some evidence that differences in the range of response rates contributed to the different outcomes.
In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, response rates were a negatively accelerated function of reinforcement rate, the range of variation was wide (about 10-140 responses per minute), and the relation between responding and reinforcement was reasonably approximated by Equation I (fits of 90% or better). In contrast, in the McDowell and Wood study, response rates often showed little variation, and in 12 of 20 cases (4 subjects and five conditions) the data were better described by a simple straight line With a larger sample, it would be possible to determine if the trend in £"" was related to sucrose concentration.
The three studies just reviewed have three common properties: A change in deprivation or reinforcement affected $"," as well as J?haif; the change in #"," is discrepant with very similar studies in which just R haf changed; in each of the three studies the change in 5 mal was not significant, and/or there was evidence that the change was not due to the nominal independent variable. These common factors suggest that the discrepant results are due to variation in the execution of the experiments rather than variation in the nature of the relation between the experimental manipulations and the parameters.
Descriptive Adequacy of Equation 1
Figures 2, 4, and 5 indicate that Equation 1 provided a reasonable approximation to the observed response rates. For individual subjects in individual sessions the median fit (r 2 ) was .92.
If sessions are averaged in three-to seven-session blocks so that some of the between-session variability is decreased, the median fit for individual subjects increases to .96. Larger samples would likely increase the fit. However, the error would not have approached zero, because there was a consistent discrepancy between the observed and predicted response rates that showed up in both the individual and averaged sessions results. In the lowest reinforcement rate schedule, response rates were typically lower than the predicted values. Reinforcement rate interactions among the components of the multiple schedule may have produced this effect. In situations in which there is more than one reinforcement source, the higher reinforcement rate suppresses response rate on the lower reinforcement rate schedule, and, conversely, the lower reinforcement rate schedule enThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
hances responding on the higher reinforcement schedule. This is called contrast (Reynolds, 1961) , and to check if this phenomenon had caused the discrepancy in the lowest reinforcement rate schedule, we conducted studies in which either the timeout period between reinforcement components was longer or the discriminative stimuli that signaled the different reinforcement rates were removed. Both operations should reduce contrast, and, as expected, both either eliminated or decreased the discrepancy between obtained and predicted response rates in the lowest reinforcement rate component (unpublished data from our laboratory). were typically higher than they were in the first exposure (see Figure 3) , and the rats were slow to return to response levels characteristic of the standard levers after the 82-g weights were removed. Response rates did not immediately spring back or overshoot as might be expected, but instead gradually climbed back to the preweighted level. These observations suggest that
Bmax depends on long-term learned behaviors, such as posture.
Analogous complexities are likely to obtain for /? half .
Equation 1 is a rectangular hyperbola, and it has been used to describe phenomena in both the physical and biological sciences. In physics, Langmuir (1918) showed the rectangular hyperbola described the rate of adsorption of gases on smooth surfaces, and in physiology, Clark (1933) argued that this equation was the most reasonable model for the amount of drug that will bind to cell membranes. The common link among these and other applications is that there is an equilibrium between two competing actions. For example, the number of bound drug molecules depends on the balance between the rates at which the drug attaches to and detaches from specialized structures (receptors) in the cell membrane. Herrnstein (1970) pointed out that in any operant experiment the subject divided its time between the task arranged by the experimenter and other typically unmeasured activities, such as grooming, resting, and so forth. Elsewhere, it has been shown that on the basis of this elementary observation, it is possible to derive Equation 1 (Heyman, in press) . One implication of this derivation was that #max measures response topography and R^r measures reinforcement efficacy. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 and the literature reviewed in this General Discussion section supported the derivation. Thus, the interpretation that B majl measures the motor component of response rate and R^ measures the efficacy of the reinforcer maintaining the response is consistent with quite general equilibrium principles and the findings of a diverse body of empirical studies.
